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Although it's hard to believe, a recent study by Criteo found that only 34% of marketers were 
thoroughly aware of Customer Lifetime Value and its implications for an organization. 
Furthermore, of the marketers aware of this vital metric, only 24% felt that their company 
was monitoring it effectively. 
 
This paper will discuss how to find your organization’s Customer Lifetime Value (CLV) and 
Customer Future Value (CFV), why it matters, and the various steps you can take to improve 
it. A better CLV means a better relationship with your customers and increased profitability 
and growth for your company. CLV can vary based on customer type and segment. Knowing 
these details helps you focus your resources on your most profitable customers.
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What Is Customer Lifetime Value (CLV)?
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Customer Lifetime Value represents a customer's value to your business over time. Simply put, 
CLV is a metric that estimates how much value (usually revenue or profit margin) any given 
customer will bring to your company throughout the time they interact with you. It 
demonstrates who your best customers are and what they have in common. 
 
The approach to marketing using this metric is unlike anything else. It revolutionizes how you 
can acquire and retain customers, separating true industry disruptors from the rest of the pack. 
 
The role of the CLV is to distribute resources in a way that optimizes sales and profits. The 
calculations take into account past, current, and forecasted future revenue for an organization.
 
Think about it—Would you change how and where to spend money on marketing, sales, and 
budget allocations if you could predict who will be loyal customers for years to come? What if 
the customers we're investing most of our budget on aren't likely to bring much value and can 
even hurt efforts at growth given their low lifetime value?

2021 Cliently Inc. All rights reserved.
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Customer Future Value (CFV) is the value you can expect from a particular customer in the future. 
 
Usually, CLV or LTV is a standard metric in SaaS and eCommerce businesses. However, at Cliently, 
we explicitly separate CLV into the historical value and the predictive, future value customers will 
bring to the company (the CFV). 
 

CLV = Previous order history + CFV
 
At Cliently, we group users by CFV, using an approach based on statistical similarity that buckets 
users into low, medium, and high CFV segments. Companies can tailor their marketing 
campaigns to specific audiences with these numbers. For instance, sending VIP invitations only 
to the high CFV segment ensures their retention. CFV also provides valuable insights, such as that 
a few customers are responsible for 60%-80% of your company's profit. 

What is Customer Future Value?
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Revenue vs. Profit Margins
Several factors can determine client value. Depending on the most important metric to your 
service or product, it could be revenue, profit margin, or even quantity.
 
Most of the time, we prefer to use profit margins as the critical metric because the profit 
margin more accurately reflects the value of the customer for the company as the costs are 
already considered. For example, a high turnover can result in a low-profit margin if a customer 
regularly buys high-priced items on sale. On the other hand, a customer providing an average 
amount of revenue can be more valuable if they purchase high-margin items. 
 
Sometimes profit margins are not available in a CRM system, so revenue would be used in 
these cases.

Cliently
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Objectives of CLV
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Differentiation of Customers
CLV analysis can easily differentiate between customers who are profitable and ones who 
are hurting the bottom line.  The customer profitability assumptions are often made 
intuitively. For example, one might assume customers who order frequently are also 
incredibly profitable, but this may be far from accurate. 

Prioritizing Customer Service 
Customer Service is expensive yet critical for customer satisfaction. You can't give equal 
attention to all the customers. A recent article in the Wall Street Journal explains how 
companies use secret Customer Score (CLV in their scenario) to prioritize inbound 
requests in their call centers. Similarly, when people send issues via messaging platforms 
such as Intercom or Zendesk, clients with higher CFV should ultimately be first in line.
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Right Customer Acquisition Channels
Businesses are investing significant money in new customer acquisition and customer 
loyalty management. However, if companies don't apply these resources in the right 
direction, it can result in unnecessary expenses and, in the worst-case scenario, the 
acquisition of unprofitable customers. CFV guides resources to be more profitable and 
targeted. 

For instance, in evaluating new customer acquisition measures in online marketing, one 
often only considers the number of customers a channel delivers rather than whether 
those customers will be profitable.  In the worst-case scenario, this approach incentivizes 
channels and partners that give steep discounts and bring in customers who may even 
ask for a refund after using products/services. A more valuable channel that delivers a few 
loyal customers may therefore receive fewer resources. The decisive factor for budget 
allocation should not be how many new customers the company acquires through one 
channel but how valuable these customers are. A company's long-term success depends 
on nurturing customers who will continue to be a substantial revenue source over time 
while saving resources wasted with low LTV customers. 
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Strategy on low-profitability customers
Digging through the least profitable customer journeys and profiles can help you identify points of 
friction in your existing marketing strategies.  Don't forget to explore the model features associated with 
the most substantial negative impact on CLV. For example, does purchasing a specific plan often result 
in an increased interval before making another purchase, or even an untimely end to a customer's 
lifespan? Perhaps some issues with a product are causing dissatisfaction that you can address. You can 
easily uncover potential areas for improvement in your business by sending surveys to the lowest CLV 
clients.

Customer Loyalty Management 
Businesses can use customer loyalty management in a variety of ways. For example, a company 
can offer vouchers or free extras to motivate the most valuable customers to purchase an item 
or renew a contract. However, a low CFV customer might not be worth that 10% coupon because 
even if it brings them back into the fold, that customer won't spend enough to justify the offer. 
The key to getting the most from your incentive program is identifying who deserves it and how 
valuable they are. CLV can help you do just that in a data-driven manner.

In brief, CLV focuses on finding, nurturing, and retaining those customers who create the most 
value for the company over the long term. In addition, it provides input on where to focus 
marketing, product development, customer acquisition, and retention efforts. 
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Data 
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The minimum data required for a CLV calculation are the 
customer's order history (including the date of joining), the 
number of items purchased, prices, profit margins, 
discounts, return information, other transaction behavior, 
demographics, channel interactions, online behavior, 
social data, third-party data, and so on.
 
The big challenge is that the data is usually spread across 
multiple databases, providers, and parts of the 
organization. It can be difficult to find the relevant 
information in such chaos! Therefore, the first step for 
successfully implementing CLV programs frequently 
involves connecting disparate sets of records using 
planned and business-driven data engineering 
techniques. For example, at Cliently, our customers can set 
up sync from various CRMS within a few minutes without 
writing a single line of code! 10



Checking the Data Quality 
A company should examine all data used in the forecast process for possible problems. 
This includes checking documentation, checking consistency across sources of 
information, analyzing missing values, outliers, etc., before making a final determination on 
what will best reflect current conditions.
 
 
 

Possible questions include: 
• Are there unlikely values (e.g., negative duration of the contract, wrong zip codes)? 
• Are test customers or internal accounts still included in the data? 
• Is there a risk that the data is skewed because of high turnover rates from a few selective 
fortune 500 companies?

Cliently
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Even though the term "CLV" includes the word "lifetime," the entire customer history does not 
usually have to be considered for the analysis. Of course, the data period must be long 
enough to produce a good forecast, but in some cases, too long of an analysis period can 
worsen a prognosis because too much has changed over time.
 
It may be helpful to consider seasonality when choosing the study period. As a rule, there are 
fluctuations in orders throughout the week and over time, such as during typical vacation 
periods or holiday seasons, which can influence an analysis by not giving enough coverage 
for those specific days/weeks. Therefore, it's best to include all relevant data points (e. g two 
years instead of just one and a half) to avoid this unwanted effect on numbers.

Cliently
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The process of calculating customer lifetime value can be complicated, especially when 
considering each customer's purchasing rhythms and sensitivities to price. 
 
At Cliently, we use a proprietary formula, and this is how it is derived:

Cliently
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Cliently’s Formula for CFV

The calculation for CFV for the next 365 days:

CFV = average annual profit * ( 1-probability of churn / raroc + probability of churn)

Here Probability of Churn is calculated for the next 365 days. 
 
RAROC (Risk-Adjusted Return On Capital) is a modified annual return on investment (ROI) 
figure that considers a business's risk elements. For example, if your company invests 
money in Texas real estate and the average annual return is 5%, then 5% would be the 
RAROC. 
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The calculation for CFV until customer churns:

where MRL (Mean Residual Lifetime) is the remaining customer life from today until a 

customer churns, derived from survival analysis.

Cliently
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CFV =  MRL * average annual profit * ( probability of retention/ raroc + probability of churn) 
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Churn Modelling (to get the probability of churn)
After data cleaning and feature engineering, we build various predictive models to tell us the 
likelihood that a customer will leave in the future. We also call these models propensity to 
churn models and sometimes retention models. 
 
Technically, it's a binary classifier that divides clients into two groups — those who leave and 
those who don't. This method will typically give us the probability with which the client 
belongs to that group. 
 
A churn model needs to be trained on data with the response (target) and explanatory 
variables. Next, the machine learning algorithm learns how features are related to the target, 
which it uses when predicting the future behavior of customers at risk for leaving their 
current provider (or not). The models then form an equation to determine churn. 

Cliently
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A number of these algorithms exist, so you need to test which one best fits a specific 
situation (specific training data, amount of data, etc.). Whether you use simple models such 
as logistic regression, more complex random forest or GBM, or venture into neural networks, 
you need to focus on two things: sensitivity and precision. 
 
Classifiers have a variety of performance metrics. Since churn is very low for most 
companies, it is not enough to look at the accuracy of the models. For instance, if the churn 
is 8% and the models say nobody will leave, the models will still have high accuracy (92%), 
but it doesn't help us. So, among other things, we need to look at sensitivity (number of 
customers who actually left and were detected by models) and precision (number of 
customers identified by the model who actually left).

Cliently
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ClientlySome of the popular algorithms are - 
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XGBoost stands for "Extreme Gradient Boosting." XGBoost is an optimized distributed gradient boosting 
library designed to be highly efficient, flexible, and portable. It implements Machine Learning algorithms 
under the Gradient Boosting framework. It provides parallel tree boosting to solve many data science 
problems in a fast and accurate way. 
 
XGBoost algorithm was developed as a research project at the University of Washington. Tianqi Chen and 
Carlos Guestrin presented their paper at SIGKDD Conference in 2016 and caught the Machine Learning 
world by fire. Since its introduction, this algorithm has been credited with winning numerous Kaggle 
competitions and being the driving force under the hood for several cutting-edge industry applications. 

XGBoost 
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LightGBM Cliently
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LightGBM grows trees vertically while other algorithms grow 
trees horizontally, meaning that Light GBM grows tree leaf-
wise while other algorithms grow level-wise. It will choose the 
leaf with max delta loss to increase. When growing the same 
leaf, a Leaf-wise algorithm can reduce more loss than a 
level-wise algorithm. As a result, lightGBMs are highly 
efficient on large datasets. 

CatBoost
CatBoost is an algorithm for gradient boosting 
on decision trees. Developed by Yandex 
researchers and engineers, it is the successor 
of the MatrixNet algorithm. 
 
CatBoost has gained popularity compared to 
other gradient boosting algorithms primarily 
due to the following features:

Ordered Boosting to overcome 
overfitting
Native handling for categorical features
Using Oblivious Trees or Symmetric 
Trees for faster execution
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Random Forest
Random forest is a supervised learning algorithm. The "forest" it builds is an ensemble of 
decision trees, usually trained with the "bagging" method. The general idea of the bagging 
method is that a combination of learning models increases the overall result. Random forest 
builds multiple decision trees and merges them to get a more accurate and stable prediction.

Neural network's name and structure are inspired by the human brain, mimicking how 
biological neurons signal to one another. Artificial neural networks (ANN's) are comprised of 
node layers containing an input layer, one or more hidden layers, and an output layer. Each 
node, or artificial neuron, connects to another and has associated weights and thresholds. If 
the output of any individual node is above the specified threshold value, that node is activated, 
sending data to the next layer of the network. Otherwise, no data is passed along to the next 
layer.
 
Neural networks reflect the behavior of the human brain allowing computer programs to 
recognize patterns and solve common problems in the fields of AI, machine learning, and deep 
learning.

Neural Networks
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https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.ensemble.RandomForestClassifier.html
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Neural networks rely on training data to learn and 
improve their accuracy over time. However, once 
these learning algorithms are fine-tuned for 
accuracy, they are powerful tools, allowing us to 
classify and cluster data at a high velocity.

Ensembles 
Cliently
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Ensemble methods consist of a machine 
learning technique that combines several 
base models to produce one optimal 
predictive model. The most popular 
ensemble methods are boosting, bagging, 
and stacking.
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Survival Analysis (to get expected remaining lifetime)
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Survival analysis is a series of statistical methods that deal with an outcome variable of interest, such as 
time to an event. This is unlike a typical regression problem where we might be working with a continuous 
outcome variable (e.g., housing prices) or a classification problem where we simply have a discrete variable 
(e.g., Class I or Class II). In survival analysis, the outcome variable has both an event and a time value 
associated with it.
 
The analysis addresses questions such as "How long would it be before a particular event occurs?". 
Traditionally, survival analysis is used in medicine to study things like a drug that can prevent a disease from 
occurring (event) and how long it can prevent it (time).
 
Survival analysis is applicable in situations where we can define:

A ‘Birth’ event: in this case, this is the date a customer enters a contract with a company.
A ‘Death’ event: in this case, ‘death’ occurs when a customer does not renew a subscription.

While the usual models are appropriate for binary classification problems (Will the customer churn or not?), 
survival analysis goes beyond that to answer when the customer will churn. If we do not expect a customer to 
churn right now, it does not automatically imply that they will never churn. If not now, there is a high 
probability that they might churn later. In such cases, survival analysis can throw light on such ‘censored’ 
customers by predicting their survival (or churn) at various points of time in the future. The ability to deal 
with ‘censorship’ in data makes survival analysis a superior technique to other regression and tree-based 
models. 21
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As illustrated above, we could move forward with a duration of 24 months for customer Y, but this would lead to 
underestimating survival time. This problem is alleviated when using survival analysis since censoring is 
considered.
 
Other types of censorship include Left-Censorship and Interval-Censorship. The former refers to the scenario 
where we do not know when an individual became our customer because his 'birth' event happened before our 
observation period.
In contrast, Interval-Censorship occurs when data is collected at specific time intervals that do not constitute a 
continuous observation period. Thereby, some life/death events could have missed out from being represented 
in the data.

An essential concept in survival analysis is "censoring” which occurs when a measured value's start or end is 
unknown. For example, suppose our historical data includes records for the two customers below. In the case of 
customer X, we know the precise duration of the subscription because the customer churned in July 2020. We 
know that the contract started 24 months ago and is still active for customer Y, but we do not know how much 
longer they will be a customer. This is an example of right censoring because we do not yet know the end date 
for the measured value. Right censoring is what we most commonly see with this type of survival analysis.

Cliently
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A Company can do Survival Analysis through various techniques such as:
 

Life tables
Kaplan-Meier analysis
Survivor and hazard function rates
Cox proportional hazards regression analysis
Parametric survival analytic models
Survival trees
Survival random forest

The most important metric from survival analysis is mean residual lifetime. The time remaining 
until a customer churn is called the mean residual lifetime. This is easily derived from the models. 
We won't be going into calculations in this white paper as it's too mathematically complex.
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An example of CLV scorecard
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Few last things to keep in mind
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Don't view CLV as a static number; it changes every day/week. If the overall CLV numbers 
are going up, the company is doing good work. However, if they go down on average, there 
is some major issue with the product or service. 
 
CLV and CFV output are only worthwhile if you use them; if you don't, they have no 
meaning. 
 
The numbers are never 100% accurate, so using them to project your financials is not a 
good idea. Instead, you should use the numbers as a way to rank customers. 
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Conclusion 
The CLV program can help companies accurately score high-
value customers and find ways to increase the value they 
provide to customers from their product and services 
ecosystem. While this is not a novel concept, today's data 
ecosystem presents new challenges that require a skilled 
team in Data Engineering and Machine Learning to execute 
this strategy successfully. 
 
CLV is a powerful tool for brands as it can enable them to 
take a 360-degree view of their customers. In addition, CLV 
offers insights into how a company could design 
personalized and optimized experiences for customers, 
which would unify customer measurement across the 
company.
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Do you have any questions?

www.cliently.com

info@cliently.com

THANKS FOR READING!
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